Investigation of nervous necrosis virus (NNV) replication in vitro using RNA in situ hybridization.
Nervous necrosis virus (NNV) belongs to the genus Betanodavirus of family Nodaviridae. Its genome consists of two RNA segments, RNA1 and RNA2. Several studies have investigated NNV detection by in situ hybridization (ISH), but these have typically focused on the detection of the RNA2 gene. In this study, we localized both RNA1 and RNA2 NNV segments in viral-infected cells by ISH, using labeled RNA probes (RNA-ISH). Also, immunocytochemistry (ICC) assay was carried out for localization of viral particle by targeting the coat protein. Further, viral quantification assays were performed by quantitative RT-PCR and viral infectivity (TCID50) in SSN-1 cells. Viral segments were observed by RNA-ISH at 6 h post infection (hpi), while NNV particles were detected at 24 hpi by ICC. Use of double labeling RNA-ISH revealed the co-expression of the two viral segments in the same area of the cells, while RNA1 was also detected separately. Comparison of the level of viral genomic segments and viral infectivity revealed significantly more copies of RNA1 at each time points than copies of RNA2 and greater NNV titers. The results suggest that RNA1 might be expressed in the early stages of replication, with RNA2 expressed later. The virions then assemble through initially expressed viral genomic segments. Even though infectious particles displayed very efficient packaging, the RNA1 segment was still over-produced.